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What is theming?



What is theming?
Change the look and feel of your site.

Usually end-user facing parts (LMS).

Change colors, images, and text.

Modify the layout.



Why theme your site?



Branding

Use your own logo.

Use your own color palette.

Make it look similar to your corporate sites.

Differentiate from competition.



Legal

Add your own terms of service.

Add copyright notices.



Functional

Add custom links to header or footer.

Replace login button with 3rd party SSO.

Make site responsive.



The Evolution of Theming



Forking

Fork edx/edx-platform and make 
changes inline. 



Forking

Allows you to change anything.

Horrible to maintain.

DON’T DO IT.



Stanford Theming
Developed by Stanford for their launch.

Override static content, templates, add static 
pages.

Includes sample theme.
https://github.com/edx/edx-platform/pull/57

https://github.com/Stanford-Online/edx-theme

https://github.com/edx/edx-platform/pull/57
https://github.com/Stanford-Online/edx-theme


Stanford Theming



Stanford Theming
Officially supported theming system.

Override any static file, any template.

SASS support built in.

Easy to make common customizations.



Stanford Theming
Cannot override arbitrary *.sass files.

No support for Studio.

Hackish implementation in some areas.

Single theme only.



Microsite Theming
Multitenancy with limited theming, developed 
by the Solutions team.

Custom additional CSS per microsite.

Ability to override specific images.

Ability to override any template.



Microsite Theming
Multitenancy: different (sub)domain - 
different look.

Can only override specific images.

No SASS support.



Comprehensive Theming



Comprehensive Theming
First released in dogwood, significant 
improvements in eucalyptus.

Similar to Stanford theming, but more 
consistent and cleaner internals.

Supports multitenancy.



Comprehensive Theming
Supports LMS, Studio and ecommerce.

Override any static file, any template.

Override any SASS file/partial!



Comprehensive Theming
https://github.com/edx/sample-themes

Sample themes for LMS and ecommerce.

https://github.com/edx/sample-themes




Examples













Best Practices



Best Practices
Keep your themes small.

Prefer CSS changes over template overrides.

… but still try to keep CSS small.

Override existing SASS variables if possible.



Potential Improvements



Template Block Overrides



Template Block Overrides
Ability to override specific template block(s), 
without having to duplicate entire template.

Example: override “navigation_sign_in” block 
from navigation.html template.

github.com/stephenmcd/django-overextends

https://github.com/stephenmcd/django-overextends


Template Block Overrides

Provide more blocks!



Improved SASS Variables



Improved SASS Variables
Provide more overrideable SASS variables.

Example: $header-bg and $footer-bg exist, 
but there is no variable to set header/footer text 
color.



Conclusion

Comprehensive theming has evolved from 
quick and dirty solutions into a decent 
theming system.

Open edX theming has come a long way, 
but some areas still need improvement.



Conclusion

Overriding chunks of templates is still too 
hard/impossible.

Keep template overrides to a minimum!

Looking forward to further evolution.
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Thanks!


